Chapter 5, “Review of the MENU”

(N)ew Estimate – off the Main Menu
Opens a new Estimate Header so that an estimate can be manually entered via this screen. This is normally
utilized when you quickly need to establish an estimate to bring a vehicle under accountability when
towed onto your lot, or when a person walks in with an estimate in hand from some insurance
company. As we have said before, CC3 is not an Estimating Program and thus normally relies on an
outside Estimating Program to create Estimates.

Bridge Import – off the Main Menu
One of the most important feature of CC3; it allows Estimates written in any of the three most popular
estimating packages to be bridged or imported into CC3 with no extra re-entry of data. A REAL
TIME and WORK SAVER. (For a detailed explanation of this powerful feature see CHAPTER 6,
Review of Bridging/Importing.)
Estimates in Progress – off the Main Menu
Displays a listing of all the Estimates in CC3. It starts with the last Estimate # and displays in descending
order. Therefore if you have just Bridged and Estimate into CC3, it will be the top Estimate in the list.
To recall an Estimate, you merely enter the desired Estimate # and “press ENTER”. Those Estimates
with an asterisk (*) in front of the Name have already been converted to a Repair Order. (For a
detailed description of what can be done once an Estimate is displayed, see CHAPTER 7, “Working
with the Estimate”.
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You can always click on the header of the column in this screen to set the order.
F2-EST # look up by CC3 estimate number
F3- Name Last, is just as stated, you enter a last name or partial and the system displays the Estimate the
closest meets your request. You may then us Page Up or Page Down to see other estimates around
the one the system chose.
F4-Lic# License Plate, is just that; if you know a license plate #, you can recall an estimate by that single
known parameter. Say you had a car towed in over the weekend and Monday when you got your
downloads, bridged them to CC3 and then wanted to see if you had an estimate to match the car. Just
get the license # and search your Estimates using it.
F5-Claim# Claim #, is another convenient method of locating an Estimate. Say the insurance Company calls
up and wants to talk about their Claim # so and so. Well, here’s a quick and easy way to make sure
you’re talking about the same vehicle.
F6-Insurance Insurance Company, allows a recall of Estimates by Insurance Company. Say you wanted to
find an Estimate that was by ALLSTATE; you’d enter ALL or ALLSTATE and CC3 would display
the 1st Estimate that met your search criteria. Using Page Up or Page Down allows you to look at the
Estimates by ALLSTATE
F7-Vin Number, is still another way of locating an Estimate that matches a car sitting on your lot.
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The fastest way is to just start typing in the RO number at this screen.

(R)0s In Progress – off the Main Menu

Just Like estimates in Progress ROs In Progress can be looked up several ways as you
can see on the screen above. You can also just start typing as you enter this screen & a box will
appear to accept your entry.

R(O) Call Back– off the Main Menu
This is a powerful tool to make sure all of your customers get that call that was promised.
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This can be tracked by writer with preset day’s for call back this is a good list to have the receptionist or
estimator advise the customer of status of there vehicle.
Deposit to RO– off the Main Menu
You can receive money to an open RO, or a closed RO if there is a receivable open on that closed RO.
If you make a mistake and you have posted a wrong amount to an RO, if you havn’t posted the bank
deposit (MainMenu>BankDeposit) just post a negative amount for the mistake amount, and the
postive and negative will show up on the bank deposit slip and wash out. To write a refund check to
an Open RO, go to Write Check, and on a closed RO go to the Receivable Ledger.
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You can recall a closed or open RO from this screen. If it’s a closed RO, it will look for the Account
Receivable amount for that RO in the A/R Ledger. You can recall by claim # as well, and the system
will automatically search both closed and open ROs for that RO #. (H)ot check feature allows you to
post a check that has bounced – this will then post the negative amount to the closed or open RO, and
correct the bank balance for that deficient amount. This will then allow you to redeposit the check all
over again. Part Re(F)und check allows you to deposit a check you might have received as a refund
for parts purchased and returned – usually to do with used parts. This will then decrease the cost of
that parts account appropriately, and place the check on the bank deposit slip, for today’s bank
deposit. Note that in all cases here, notes are automatically added to the open or closed RO that will
notate the amounts of the checks posted, the check #s, and the date & time. Access the notes in an
RO by going to the RO, and using F10-Notes.
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Once Image is scanned hit Enter to File Captured Image. Note that the scanned image is now
accessible from the A/R ledger once the RO is closed, the journal, the bank deposit slip, AND of
course the RO itself, from the F12-Deposit to RO button off the main menu. So in just the few
seconds it took to scan the check, it has been “copied” and filed. To access the image from any of
those areas, you just dbl-click on the line that has that check’s information. So if you were say in the
journal, and you saw that transaction, you’d just dbl-click on in. Then of course you can
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print/fax/email (via Outlook) it. We do print cash receipts if you set up a cash receipt number in the
SetupAccounting area of the program, MainMenu>Setup>Accounting. See a sample of the cash
receipt in the appendix samples area at the end of the manual. Note that the cash receipt actually
embeds a copy of the check/cash into it, so that the customer can see that his/her check was in fact
posted against his/her account. That’s probably the best cash control system imaginable.

Closed ROs– off the Main Menu
CLOSED REPAIR ORDERS, is another “wonderful” feature of CC3. Every REPAIR ORDER that is
Closed is moved into an area called Archive and from this stored database tremendous amounts of
information can be pulled to enhance your business operations. All information recorded to an RO,
including the entire RO, Jobcosting info, notation, and scanned images is stored in the Archive once
the job is closed automatically.

MANAGEMENT GROUPING:
This grouping moves beyond dealing with an ESTIMATE or REPAIR ORDER and deals instead with
the actual management of the shop.
Parts Order / (T)racking – off the Main Menu
Assuming your Estimating Package supplies the parts information, all you have to do is decide what vendor
you are going to order what parts from; then print out their Parts Order and FAX, or EMAIL (via
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Outlook) it to the vendor please see the entire chapter devoted to this process toward the end of the
manual.
(S)cheduler– off the Main Menu
Scheduler, is just that. It keys off the RO Arrival Date and displays vehicles due to arrive in the
date bracket that you supplied.

(W)orker Time Report, provides a quick view of temporary Worker Time Report ledger. It is used to
accumulate times posted against REPAIR ORDERS for every worker. It supports any desired pay
interval and will produce a consolidated Worker Report and/or Individual Worker Reports. These are
the reports needed by your accountant to produce your payroll. At the end of each pay period, this
file is Zapped (Emptied) and made ready for the next pay period. (Estimator’s probably will not utilize
this function, it’s more of a management tool.) The idea is that you post Hours against an RO, thus
creating cost against the RO, and at the same time that cost is added to the worker time report, which
will summarize for you and the employee on a line for line basis how much and for which cars they are
being paid for.
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At the end of the payroll period, you must zap the report to clear it, and prepare for the next payroll period.
This is a mistake many users make and be aware that you don’t make it, and that is they don’t zap the
report, and let it pile up with years of information. Once information is zapped, it can be retrieved
using the F4-History function. So the tech walks in an says “gee I didn’t get paid for X last August”,
and you of course say “no problem”, click F4-History, F9-filter, and filter out just the information for
last August for this particular tech, print the report and hand it to him/her. You will use the F7-Print
function to create worker time reports that will tell you how much to pay your techs at the end of any
particular period. You can print the report as a whole, but more commonly users choose the
Individual reports so that each tech gets his/her own report.

Post (I)nvoice to RO, is a quick and easy way to post the cost of parts against a REPAIR ORDER. It pops
you right into a posting screen without have to go through the REPAIR ORDER Header and several
other key strokes. This will allow you to also scan the invoice right into the accounting system and
the RO.
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You can see here that there are already 2 invoices posted to the parts cost of this RO for a net total of $44.
There is a negative invoice posted for –56.00, which is parts being returned. The idea here is to be
able to see costs that are posted, as we are posting more costs, so we’re not surprised at the end of the
job to find out about cost overruns and problems. The acct # in the middle right of the screen must be
filled out with one of the cost of goods account numbers on the left hand column of the screen. Please
see the chapter at the end of the manual regarding Part Tracking for a more comprehensive description
of this screen.
Post (L)abor to RO, is a quick way of posting hours to REPAIR ORDERS. It is designed in such a manner
as to allow a worker’s time card to be posted against all the REPAIR ORDERS and yet never actually
having to open the REPAIR ORDER. The screen to post labor looks like this:
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You can see identify the body labor type and hours and the amount will calculate. If you enter an “O” for
overtime, the system will calculate at time and ½. Look at the costing here and you can see that 8.7
hours have already been posted to body labor cost for a cost of $174.00 .
(A)rrival Report shows exactly which cars are coming in based on the Date In of the open ROs. This is a
great report to have a copy printed out for the week or day to make sure the customer’s come in for
there repairs and is also a tool used in the scheduling process as it totals the labor hours & dollar
amount of jobs scheduled in.
(P)roduction Report – off the Main Menu, allows a facility to keep track of all jobs being processed and
quickly determine what still needs to be done. It is kind of like an electronic white board where you
post each job and track it through your shop.
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Delivery (/) Report – off the Main Menu, is another of CC3’s time and money saving features. It displays a
listing of jobs due to be delivered keyed to the 2nd Target Date (may be the same as Target date) and
shows status as well as value of the job. This allows those in the Production Meeting to put their
emphasis where the most revenue is generated. The status of every active job can be updated for this
one Delivery Report Screen and then a detailed report printed that can be given to front office
personnel to contact each owner with an updated status on their car.
Delivered Report is linked to the delivery report through the above mentioned F8-Filter. You would place a
(T)rue in the Delivered Not Closed block above.
Technicians and Painters can also be included in the report as you can see in the image above there is a
column for them. The reason that you would do that is that you are now able to print a deliver report
for each technician and painter using that information. Hitting F7 will offer you those options. Most
users of CC3 will print off these tech reports by tech to they can hand them out to the techs in the
morning. This way the techs are brought into the process of tracking the deliveries of the cars. As
well, you can F6-ChangeSort the report so it sorts by tech. This way you can easily track how many
jobs and when the jobs will ship for each tech. So this helps to schedule the techs.
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It’s safe to say that the deliver report is a totally cool and powerful report that any body shop can understand
and use. While noone uses all features in CC3, I think every single CC3 user uses the Delivery
Report, it’s that simple.

ACCOUNTING GROUPING
Accounting, is a doorway into the financial side of you shop. This doorway is “PASSWORD” protected once
set up and owners should carefully evaluate who has the password(s) necessary to get into this area
and what sub-areas they are to allowed into.

Write Chec(K) – off the Main Menu

Note that the Write Check screen allows you to quickly write a check. If you write a check for some
Cost of Goods sold account, like towing, you can write the check here and post the cost to the RO.
However, it is recommended that you post any COGS charges through the Post Invoice button on the
Main Menu, and then clear the check from the payable ledger itself, that is because it is better designed
around jobcosting and displays the jobcosting information of the RO while you are posting the invoice.
That screen also allows you to linecost the invoice, where write check does not. It takes a little while
to do it that way, but many times it is worth it. For instance, you have an invoice for parts that need
to be paid, sure would be nice to see if there are any costs posted to it, so if the invoice was already
posted, you might not double pay it. Regardless, you can quickly print the check, and post the cost to
the RO, or if it’s a check for the rent, you can print it there quickly as well. To post a payable for a
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non COGS (cost of goods sold) like the phone bill or the rent, you do that through Post Transaction,
see below a few pages.
(J)ournal – off the Main Menu
The first screen in the journal looks like this below. This screen is similar to the ledgers in that is
allows you to create a filter and control the order, before you enter the journal list itself. If you just hit
enter, it will look at just the months information that is highlighted in “Access” below. In this screen
that would be Feb-2004. Note that to be able to access the filter elements you must either hit the leter
in the ( ), or you must click on the word on the left hand column you want to enter a value for.
Example, you may have a problem with a screwed up RO, and you want to see every entry for that
RO. You start by going up to the RO# slot by hitting “R”, or clicking on the “RO#” text itself just
below “Descrip”. Enter the RO #. Now you want to see everything, not just the stuff for this month,
so you need to “ (A)ccess “ ALL in the far right lower side of the screen by clicking on ALL. This
will change the Dates in the middle of the screen to something like “1900” to “2099”. Or you could
go right up to (D)ate and enter the dates “01/01/1900” to “01/01/2099”. Once you sent the filter and
the access, and the order if you choose, click the big button at the bottom “Enter Click Here”. So you
can setup all kinds of filters here for all kinds of data. Example “ABC FORD” with the date range
“08/01/2005” to “08/30/2005”, aka all the stuff for ABC FORD last August sorted by Invoice #. At
the next screen you will be able to see the data, filtered, printable and exportable to Excel.
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CC3 Journal keeps track of all transactions coded by account number. The 5th and 6th columns are
Debit and Credit. The best way to really get your accounting working right is to make a transaction,
like post an invoice, and then go to the journal and study how that transaction posted. Look at the
journal listing above and you will see the 1st 16 entries are a check that is written to 24 Hour Wrecker
for $2425.34 . Note the credit account #101 is the checking account number meaning cash is being
subtracted from the bank account, and debit to #260 are the payables being removed from the payables
ledger. The next entry for American Salvage is an invoice being posted to RO# 9244, recording a
debit to cost incurred by the business to COGS account #551, and the A/P ledger (money that we
owe) increased by the same $34, a credit to #260. A few more lines down we see a single check
written to Saturn of Duncanville for $27.92. And, we eventually see Bill Smith giving us $500
debiting the deposit in transit (envelope) account #110, and crediting (increasing) the liability account
customer deposit #270. Note the last 4 lines are the RO being closed with an entry to the A/R ledger
of $1754.09, a reduction of the customer deposit liability of the same $500 debit to 270, an increase of
the sales tax liability account #261 of $102.62, and a general revenue posting crediting account #466.
So that is in general how the journal works. To finish off, WIP and General revenue will be
distributed when those reports are run later in the month. See Month End Closeout for detailed
description on those.
That said, the buttons at the bottom of the journal allow you to Export to Microsoft Excell 2000 with
the F6-Excell key. You can drill directly to the jobcosting of an RO with F8, access the notes of an
RO directly with F10, and if there was am image scan at the time the invoice or check was posted you
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can access the image with the F12-Image key, or dbl-click on the line itself. Incidently, if you failed to
scan the image at the time you posted the deposit, or the time you posted the invoice, you can add it
here in the journal by dbl-clicking on the line, and when it doesn’t find an image, will offer to scan it in
then. The image will be added not only to the journal, but also to the RO itself.

(G)eneral Ledger – off the Main Menu

The General ledger is the accumulation of the amounts in the journal for each and every account with
the beginning amount coming from the amount posted in the account for that month. Find that
amount from the MainMenu>General Ledger>Setup Accounts. You can see that screen a few pages
back where the Balance sheet was being setup and the balances entered, and some explanation. The
General Ledger allows you to (D)rill down and easily see the journal entries that accumulate to the
totals displayed on the screen. You can export to Excel, and print to the printer as well.

Post Transaction – off the Main Menu
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This is where you can enter basic general ledger entries, and post non-COGS (cost of goods sold)
entries for things like the phone bill. You can cut a check directly from here as well if you Credit the
checking account G/L # (typically 101). You can use this screen to enter say a multiple distribution
for a visa card where you might be debiting gasoline expense, meals and entertainment, travel, and
opposing the accumulated debit with a credit to #101. In this case, on the line with the credit to #101,
you would enter the check # in the far left column. You also have the ability to recall and saves series
of entries. The visa card bill would be an example of a repetitive series of entries where you don’t
want to type that same 4 lines every time, you just want to drop the totals in. Any line item that debits
the A/R (receivable) account # (typically 104) will automatically create an entry in the A/R ledger.
And any line item that credits the A/P (payable) ledger, will automatically create an entry in the
payable ledger. Also any line that debits the deposit in transit account number will automatically put
the amount of the line into today’s bank deposit slip. Examples: You write an employee a $500 check
as a strict cash loan, debiting A/R and crediting the checking account – a check prints and an entry for
that A/R is placed on the A/R ledger. You have your employees post the phone bill as a payable, they
debit the 600 account that is “Telephone Expense” and you credit accounts payable (typically 260).
And, you receive miscellaneous check from the sale of scrap metal, you debit the Deposit In Transit
(envelope account) acct #, and credit a miscellaneous revenue account like “Returns and Allowances”
typically 499.
You can also Post to ROs from the Post Transactions screen, and that is especially important for
transactions that are too intense to use the Post Invoice option from the Main Menu. There are 2
primary cases for this: 1. When an invoice covers one RO, but 2 costing categories, like an invoice for
lock code cylinder (a part cost) AND the recode (a sublet cost) 2. When an invoice has parts for more
than 1 RO. If you debit a COGS account, like parts or sublet, the system will automatically ask you
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for the RO#, and when you enter it, the costing screen of that RO will pop up. So in the case of #1
here, you would debit 1 line with the cost of the lock cylinder to parts expense (something like 551Parts), you would then add a 2nd line and debit that to sublet (something like 555-sublet cost), and then
you would add a 3rd line and credit it to accounts payable (something like 260-accounts payable).
That “multiple distribution” would then post costs to 2 different cost categories within 1 RO, and post
the total of the invoice to the A/P ledger. In the 2nd case, the 1st line would be posted to one RO, the
2nd and subsequent lines to perhaps different ROs , and again the total credit to A/P account.
The Post Transaction screen is a very powerful screen that allows strong General Ledger journal entry
as well as direct posting to ROs.

Pa(Y)able Ledger – off the Main Menu

From the Main Menu you select Payable Ledger and see this screen here. This screen is similar to the
Journal and A/R primary screen in that it allows you to setup a filter and the order of the listing screen
to follow. So to set a filter for all the money you owe “ABC AUTO PARTS”, you’d either hit the key
“V” or click on the green word “(V)endor)” and the vendor box will light up with the cursor in it.
Then type in “ABC AUTO PARTS”, and hit Enter. If you wanted to set the order by Invoice #, you’d
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either hit “O” twice for order and change the order so “Invc#” highlights, or you would click on the
box “Invc #”. Now either click on the larger “ENTER” button in the lower left, or hit Enter, and you
will get into the A/P list screen filtered and ordered as you specified.
“Vendor Totals” button quickly adds up the value of money owed to each vendor. Use MultiPay to
pay the bills, and A/P Trial will be discussed a few pages below. For now, here is the simple payables
listing:

“Write Off” button allows you to write off an entry, or portion of an entry, in the payable ledger. It
reduces or removes the amount, and posts through to the journal. “Blast” allows you remove an entry
from the A/P ledger, the ROs jobcosting, and make the appropriate journal entry. This is a very
powerful feature that allows you to conveniently “fix” a payable that was posted to the wrong RO and
would only be available form a fully integrated accounting system like CC3. What you don’t want to
do if you have an mistaken entry posted to your payable ledger is to delete it, you want to back it out
in an orderly way so that it is removed from all places in the system like the RO, Journal, and the
Ledger here.
“Edit”, “Delete”, “Add” will need the Master Password, that is if you have a master password setup in
your system, and you should have one setup in your system. From the MainMenu>Setup>Security.
The only reason you would add/edit/delete is if something were screwed up, or you were at some
unusual point in the use of the software, like you are setting up your system. If you were to
add/edit/delete from this screen, but not add/edit/delete to the journal in the appropriate way, you
would throw the accounting system out of balance – and your balance sheet and A/P Trial wouldn’t
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match – basic out of control lifestyle. Some people would say “why do you offer Edit/Add/Delete at
all”, and the answer is, in the hands of an educated user, it allows you to fix things quickly, and
sometimes can be very helpful. The bottom line regarding Master Password, is that it protects you
from all bad things happening like this, and throughout the manual we will point out the other things it
protects you from.
“Pay” allows you to pay a single payable. If, of course more typically, you are paying a whole list of
payables form a vendor, you would have gone at the previous A/P screen, and that is covered a few
pages down in this manual. “Pay” will go right into the check writing screen. The primary use of this
button is when you just want to quickly go in and pay a bill, like a tow bill that your guy in the back
just posted and the tow truck driver is standing right in front of you.
“Image” allows you to see the scanned image of the invoice that you scanned in when you posted the
invoice to the system. This is one of the things that completely reduces copying in the shop, and
makes “paper work” which is now “e-paper work” far easier and efficient to deal with. This is
arguably the strongest feature of CC3 and something you cannot get from accounting systems which
are not built specifically for the body shop business, like Quicken or Quick Books or all that other 3rd
party accounting software like Business Works and Peachtree like other software vendors are feeding
to you like dogfood. It just isn’t going to happen with those systems. When you post and invoice to
an RO (Main Menu>Post Invoice or from within the RO F6-Close button), the image is scanned in and
filed with the RO itself, the Payable ledger entry, and into the journal. Physically that would be like
the Parts guy copying the invoice 2 times, and filing the original in the vendor’s folder, putting a copy
into the ROs folder, and finally setting aside and filling a copy for the accountant for permanent
archive in the journal. Of course, now you can recall that image inyour computer, and print/fax/email
that to anyone from within your computer. This opens up a lot of cool possibilities like “Mr.
Insurance adjuster, I want to get paid for that supplement, I can email you that copy of that invoice
right now and I’d like you to answer your email now and see that that copy of that invoice is now in
your possession and you are prepared to pay the supplement now that you have that copy – see the
invoice on your screen right now ?” or “I’ll just go home and write the checks because I can use
Microsoft Terminal server, and I can see the invoices on my screen from home just as easy as from the
office, and there is certainly no need for me to haul around a box of paper now is there ?” Last thing,
if an image failed to get scanned in during the Post Invoice process, you can add the image after the
fact from the Journal.
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Payable Multi Pay – off the Payable Ledger
From the main payables ledger menu, if you choose “M” you will be asked for the vendor’s name and
the statement cutoff date. This is where you will pay off several invoices from a statement from your
vendor. The system will show just the invoices that are for that vendor, and allow you tag/untag all
the invoices that add up to the invoices displayed on the statement. Then you will be able to print a
check with the invoice #’s displayed on the check stub. The screen looks like this:
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Same rules mentioned about for Add/Edit/Delete/Writeoff/Blast/Image. In general you come right in
and TagAll (button), and then untag the items that might not be on the statement or you choose not to
pay. The $ numbers at the top show the amount of the check that will be printed, as well as any
discount $ you may have entered using the Discount button. When you have everything tagged and
balanced to the invoice, you would hit (P)ay, and you will be taken to the check write screen.

Credit (M)emos – off the Main Menu
The credit memos are entered from the RO>F4-Lines>F4-Parts. How a credit memo is entered is
covverd in the Parts section of this manual. The concept is this, when you return a part, the amount is
taken off the jobcosting of the RO, and an entry is not immediately made to the accounting system or
the A/P ledger, it is rather placed on the Credit Memo ledger. Once you get the Credit Memo back
from the vendor, you attached the credit memo # and clear the credit memo off the credit memo ledger
to the A/P ledger; also at that time an entry is made to the journal. A credit memo number is typically
different from the Invoice #, so that’s why we do it this way. You can clear a credit memo off the
credit memo ledger at any time, with or without a credit memo #, and just use the invoice number. If
the vendor can’t get it’s act together, or you just lost the credit memo ledger, or you just don’t care
and you just know for a fact you aren’t going to pay that amount, just clear the entry off the credit
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memo ledger. Once cleared off the credit memo ledger, the entry shows up as a negative payable for
that vendor in the payables ledger, aka, money that is owed to you.

Note that Add/Edit/Delete/Blast buttons live under the same rules discussed above regarding payables
ledger. F10 allows you to zoom right into the RO, so you can see the credit memo posted in detail to
the lines of the RO and the Jobcosting of the RO as well. The F12-Image allows you to view a copy
of the credit memo slip that your shop issued, and had the driver sign when he picked up the parts.
And, you can easily dbl-click (or F12) on that line entry to see this, and of course print/fax/email that
copy for the vendor to see once they’ve lost their copy. If the image is not there, the system will
automatically prompt you to add the image, and this is how you parts person will add the image.
The F8-Email is a very interesting because it allows you to email (via Microsoft Outlook) a list of the
credit memos listed to your particular vendor. F11-Excell allows you to export the list to Microsoft
Excell. The previous screen allows you to filter down this list to just the credit memos for a particular
vendor.

Recei(V)able Ledger – off the Main Menu
In CC3 when you close a Repair Order & money is due it ends up here.
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First thing to check out on this A/R ledger are the columns and the information they contain. Note
that we tack here the A/R by Name, Insurance Company, Claim #, RO#, adjuster name, and writer.
Any A/R ledger in a body shop that does not track all these things is inferior, and most management
system do not track at this level of detail. Note that if you click on the header of any of these
columns, the list reorders itself under that column, so if you were looking to quickly see all A/R for a
particular writer, it’s easy and fast. Also you could find a claim # on the A/R ledger this way.
You can receive money on a closed RO either here, or from the header of the closed RO itself in F11Deposit. To receive money here just highlight the entry and hit the Receive button. You will be able
to receive a partial payment, and the system will leave any unpaid (or overpaid) balance in the ledger
here until it is paid or written off. Use the Writeoff button to writeoff an underpaid or overpaid
amount. Everything you do here will be notated to the closed RO, so you see this is the value of an
integrated accounting system, where a 3rd party system cannot communicate this kind of information
back to the RO. So whether you receive the money here or over in the closed RO, both spots will
reflect the exact payments, dates, and amounts and therefore the outstanding balance if any. Now let’s
say you looking at you’re A/R ledger here, and you wonder about some amount, like MOORE there at
the bottom of the list for $108.44 . Before we call the person, let’s look at the detail of this A/R, hit
the Zoom button and you will be taken to the closed RO F10-Notes.
You will see:
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And check out those notes ! You can see you actually called on the same day you posted the $14,000
payment, on March 10, 2004 at 4:16pm, and left a message about the payment. At you can see, right
behind this screen is the RO header screen that has insurance adjuster’s phone number, Mike Billings
Ph: 310-343-9087 at USAA. So you call him up and he says he doesn’t know anything about the call,
you say “no problem, I have it in my journal I called on March 10th, please go ahead and send the
check and I’ll make another note here”. This again is the value of the integrated accounting system
where nothing can slip through the cracks.
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You are easily able to click through to the images of the checks right from the header of the RO as
well. From the header of the RO in the lower right corner you see F11-Deposit button. There you
will see the track record of all payments received.
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You can receive money here, but you can also see the track record of money paid so far against this
RO with the $500, probably the deductible check posted, on 02/23/04. You also see a followup
payment for $14,100. You can easily and quickly see not only the amount and check # itself, but by
dbl-clicking you can see the deposit check itself for $500. So you could tell if maybe the check was
posted to the wrong RO, or read the address and phone number off the check, etc. You know all that
information on insurance checks, like policy and claim # that help make things more clear – you could
find them all right here easily, effortlessly, and quickly. As you can see there is an email and print/fax
button.
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So you see this is very fast and easy to get from an amount on you’re A/R ledger, to the phone
numbers of the customer and adjusters, to the notes in the RO that tell us the story, to the payment
history, and finally to the actual images of the checks that were posted. At the time of the writing of
this manual, there was no other system available at any price that could do this, that can track your
money this fast and this accurately.

Bank Deposit – off the Main Menu
Whenever you make a deposit to the system the money will show up here. The only exception is when
you post an EFT (Electronic Fund Transfer), which is not really a bank deposit. See the section near
the start of the manual for how to actually do a bank deposit. The idea is that you accumulate money,
visas, checks, discover, Amex as the day goes on, and you put that into an envelope in your drawer.
The deposit screen you are looking at below, should always represent what is in the drawer. At the
end of the day you print this off as your “Daily Bank Deposit Slip” that you would fill out your bank
deposit slip with. One tip for you there Mr. Body shop owner – do not allow bookkeeping and
accounting people to not post money throughout the day. Allowing them to accumulate the deposit,
and then post it all at the same time at the end of the day is an invitation to mischief. A person who
says “I don’t have time to post the deposits during the middle of the day” is to be watched. We do
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have cash receipts that print from our system, and they do represent the ultimate in cash and funds
control. If you want to talk about those kinds of problems in more detail, please give us a call.

Add/Edit/Delete are to be used rarely, and this topic was addressed in the payables ledger area in this
manual – the same rules apply – basically don’t use then except in extremely rare exception. There are
some pretty powerful buttons here on this report. Blast will allow you to wipe the particular deposit
away in a single click, in other words, treat the deposit like it never happened. You use that when
someone accidently posted the check to the wrong RO altogether. Blast removes it from here, the
journal, the A/R ledger if applicable, and the RO Deposit screen. You can use (T)ag and (U)ntag
certain deposits, when you want to hold checks and not actually send them to the bank. This is
sometimes the case when you’d rather not leave checks in a file, or maybe you know the check simply
won’t clear. So if you untagged a check, it would not show up on today’s bank deposit report, and
would stay here (in the drawer shall we speak), until the point came that you actually did tag it and let
it post. (P)rint Ticket prints just the cash and checks – so that would be exactly what you would take
to the bank, where Print (R)eport prints cash, checks, visa, discover, amex … everything. Zap button
actually posts the deposit to the journal, and clears the screen (the drawer) for “tomorrow’s” deposits.
In other words, when it’s time to go to the bank, you print the Ticket, and Zap it. When you do hit
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Zap, it looks like this:

In general, at the end of the day, you zap the report, , enter “OK” at the screen above, everything is
cleared, and you head down to the bank. But there are days when you aren’t going down to the bank,
like you only have one check for $100 and it doesn’t need to happen and you can leave the $100 to
start off tomorrow’s deposit, aka, just leave it in the drawer. But, Visa, Discover, Amex, all clear
daily, so you’d need to be able to clear them, while not clearing cash and check. That’s why you see it
allows you to clear them separately by hitting (V)isa, (D)iscover, Ame(X).
For the accounting roundup on this whole deal, when you deposit money against an open RO, the
system will debit the Deposit in Transit (envelope account) and credit customer deposits. On an open
RO, Deposit in Transit will be debited, and A/R will be credited. When the Bank Deposit is Zapped,
you will see Deposit in Transit Credited, and Cash in Bank debited. On EFTS, Cash in bank is directly
debited, and never is posted to Deposit in Transit.

Note Pad – off the Main Menu
This button accesses a general note pad area that allows you to keep non RO specific notes about
vendors and/or insurance companies. For instance – an insurance company creates a new policy, and
the guy on the phone is explaining it to you, so you go into the notepad, open up a note form that
insurance company, and write down the new policy. You might then have to leave the office, and
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calling back to the shop, you tell your writer “check out the notes on XYZ Ins. Co., their policy
changed”.

Income Statement– off the Main Menu
A screen shot is not necessary here, you can see a sample of this report in the back of the manual in
the Reports Appendix. It does compare a current months column percentage wise to a year to date
column so you can keep an eye on any variances. The only tricky issue here is where it get’s the 1st
month of the year to create that Year to Date column, and the answer is in Setup off the Mainmenu,
there is a an accounting setup area. In there in the lower right hand corner you set the 1st month of the
fiscal year. The balance sheet is also run from this same screen, so the button should really be labeled
“Income Statement & Balance Sheet”, but there is not enough room for that.

Analysis & Audit – off the Main Menu

These are some of the analysis reports that CC3 offers. Note that this manual, because it can’t
possibly be as up to date as the software itself, my not reflect all the anaylsis reports available, these
might be more. Please see sample of these reports in the reports appendix in the back.

75 Profitability Report calculates profitability by several different factors like Insurance Company,
Writer, Source, etc.
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79 Cycle Time Report does the same, only calculates the actual amount of days (target date vs. date
delivered).

24 Cost of Goods Sold Report identifies COGS (cost of goods sold) that were not posted to an RO,
which should be checked at the end of every month. If you are buying some parts but they’re not on
the jobcosting of any individual RO, seem you like should know about that, and that better be a short
list if any.

26 RO Overwrite Report helps you keep an eye on which ROs were overwritten by estimates. This is
one of the classic places to ditch all kinds of things in a body shop, at least theoretically. You just take
an estimate and bury an already open RO that might have anything from parts posted to it to money
deposited against it. Of course, with an integrated accounting system like this, it’s extremely difficult
to get away with it, but this report brings attention to something that maybe needs a little extra
inspection. Should be part of your month end procedure.

56 vs. Sales Journal – this is a very important audit report that verifies what you are closing for ROs
matches what you are reporting on your income statement. It works like this – when you close an RO
out, there is a credit that goes to “General Revenue”, the actual revenue is distributed and debited
away with the 59 report into individual revenue accounts at the end of the month this way. Several
pages back the RO closeout procedure and some of the journal entries are covered with some screen
shots as well, so be familiar with that as well. OK – RO closes and credits general revenue, and the
RO is moved from being an open RO to a closed RO. Most of your intense shop reports that look
closely at RO profitability like the 56, 57, 59, 75 (profitability), WIP report, etc. calculate based of
these closed ROs. On the other hand, General Ledger and Income Statement calculate off the Journal.
So unfortunately, you have can have 2 reports like the 56 (shop sales report) and the Income
Statement reporting sales off 2 different sets of data. Everything is fine, until someone starts editing
either the closed ROs or the journal. Let it be knows, that you cannot edit either the closed ROs, or
the Journal, without the master password. Regardless, an audit report that certifies that the shop sales
match the G/L sales is necessary. The primary reason a closed RO is edited is by a shop manager
trying to make his “monthly numbers”. So he closes an RO out on the 2nd of the new month, wants it
included in last months sales, and then goes into the closed RO, and with the master password, edits
the closed RO, and changes date closed from the 2nd to the 30th of the previous month. The journal
doesn’t get edited, and here we are with the shop sales report not matching the income statement
sales. All that said, if you actually did want the RO recorded in the previous month, you would need
to edit the closed RO’s closed date, the journal transactions that recorded the RO closing and change
those dates in the journal, and the date on the A/R for that RO, if there is an A/R. You really
shouldn’t edit them at all, and really shouldn’t find yourself editing on a regular monthly basis, that’s
just bad form. In the closeout screen of the RO itself, you can assign it a date you would like to use to
close with, so if it is the 2nd, and you want it included in last months sales, that’s how you should do it.
One last quick not to make sure you don’t fall into this trap, you can’t edit a closed RO and expect the
money to show up on the journal and A/R ledger – in other words, you can’t add a tow bill to a closed
RO and expect the A/R ledger to know you added the tow bill to it. Again, you shouldn’t edit closed
ROs, if you did do that, you would need to edit the amounts in the journal, and the A/R ledger as well.
Just do your best to avoid editing closed ROs and the journal, and things will go better. The master
password is there for a reason. If an employee says he can’t get his job done because of the master
password, it’s time to start listening very carefully. There is another way to create a disparity also,
and that is if you distribute the #59 Revenue Distribution report for the month, and instead of moving
the lockdate forward, decide to close out more ROs. See #59 report below for detail on that.
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Reports
Daily Biz # 21 – from the Main Menu
This allows you to print sections of transactions that are typically reviewed on a daily basis, although it
can be run for any date range.

The options for this report are straight forward and you can choose to include them by using a (T)rue
to include them, or an (F)alse to leave those sections you don’t want off.

WIP # 50– from the Main Menu
WIP or Work in Process allows you to calculate the value of work in process for a given date.
Typically you want to know this as part of your monthly financials and want to post it to the current
month (remove those costs from this months journal) and then have the costs posted forward to next
month. The definition of WIP is the costs that have been posted to open ROs that have not been
recorded as revenue. If you havn’t made the revenue (sales) then you shouldn’t include the costs.
When an invoice is posted against an RO, the invoice is debited against a COGS account directly, not
a WIP account, so that is why we need this posting mechanism. The reason, we went to this
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convention is to have the most efficient, least possible, journal entries. The WIP report on the screen
looks like this:

Once you are here you can print the report totals with “(P)rint”, print a report with the totals and a
line per RO with WIP total of each RO “Print(R)O Totals”, or print it with the maximum amount of
RO detail “Print RO (D)etail”. This is where you post the WIP entries to the journal as well. The
system will automatically figure out the last day of the month to credit out the COGS (cost of Goods
Sold) expenses while debiting the WIP Items and WIP labor asset accounts. On the first day of the
following month, the reverse of those entries will be posted. Here is what the journal entries (there are
11 here) look like for the “current month of March we are closing”.
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Quick # 56 – from the Main Menu
See the report in the Appendix. The 56, 57, and 59 are all the same report, only in a different format.
ARMS users will remember these reports as the 756, 757, and 759 reports. The thing to understand
about them is that they print from the ROs that are in the Closed file. If you are serious about the
accounting system, I advise you to understand the 56 vs. Sales Journal report that is described several
pages back. These 3 reports are very powerful jobcosting reports and no amount of explanation here
can equal just looking at them. Remember that the numbers that are reflected here are just the
accumulation of all the ROs closing out, every time you hit the F6-Close button from an open RO, and
close an RO, those totals accumulate here. As long as you can get that F6-Close screen on each RO
perfect, then reports like this are meaningful.

Department # 57– from the Main Menu
Same as #56 only in more detail regarding profitability of each department in each RO. Also the #57
includes valuable totals that allow you to use it as a sales tax report. See the totals at the bottom of
the report and you will see it totals “Taxable Sales”, “Non-Taxable Sales”, etc. Just right for filling
out your state sales tax report.

RO Totals # 59 – from the Main Menu
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Same as #56 in that it runs from Closed Ro file, and comes up with the same total for the time period
entered. #59 however handles monthly revenue distribution and displays on the screen as you can see
here:

Note the Journal Post button here is where revenue is distributed to the journal. Note that when an
RO is closed, all of the revenue of that RO is credited to the general revenue account, instead of
crediting to each separate account (like Paint, Body, Parts, Towing, etc.). This is to keep the journal
simple and easy to read. When you are done closing ROs for the month, you post this report to debit
away all of the General Revenue, and then credits (distributes) all of the revenues to their prospective
departments. This is covered in the “End of Month procedure section of this manual as well. Here are
what journal entries look like when you distribute the revenue:
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Look at these journals entries closely and you can see that a car for Enterprise Rent A Car was closed
on 02-23-04 with a general revenue posted of $2021.47, as well an RO was closed for Moore with a
general revenue credited to account #466 of $14232.50 . Moore then was the last RO closed for Feb.
2004, and the revenue distribution for all the ROs (in this case 5 ROs) was distributed on 02/29/04.
You should not close any ROs out after the distribution has been posted. If you do close ROs after
that, the revenue on your shop report will not match the revenue on your income statement. If you
must close an RO in a month after you have posted the revenue distribution, then you need to delete
out of the journal this entire series of Distribution entries. Once you are done closing ROs, what you
do to prevent the closure of more ROs in that month, and prevent anything from posting for that
month for that matter, is to move the LockDate forward to “lock out” any further activity in that
month.

Time Clock – from the Main Menu
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Time clock allows you to use the computer as a timeclock. There is a separate timeclok.exe program
that you can use in a computer out in the shop. It’s straight forward on the right listing the workers
who are not logged in, and on the left the workers who are logged in. You must log into an RO, or to
XXXXX for RO number means office staff. Time is costed to the ROs, and therefore eliminates the
need to flag hours. All time is posted to the worker time report, that totals the hours and $ during the
payroll period.

Other Reports – from the Main Menu
There are currently 4 reports you can run from here - (A)utochex is a customer satisfaction index type
form, (O)pen Deposits shows all deposits open and posted to open ROs, (C)heck/Bank Register
allows you to closely track all movement in the checking account and follow the bank account balance,
and Bank Reconciliation allows you to reconcile your bank account. Bank Reconciliation allows you
to track uncleared checks and to calculate the amount of the uncleared checks to come to today’s
bank account balance. After tagging uncleared checks and deposits, the final total screen of Bank
Reconciliation looks like this:
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The other reports screen from the main menu also includes an invoice # search to search all ROs for a
particular invoice # and a parts # search to search all ROs, open or closed, for a part number. This
way, if you find a part, and wonder where it came from, this will locate which RO the parts belongs to,
and can lead to the return of an otherwise stray part.

Lock Date – from the Main Menu
The Lock Date is a 60 day sliding window that prevents any posting outside the window. It is part of
the month end close routine, and you will need to move the lockdate forward every month. The
reason that it is 60 days is that you typically can’t close your month on the very last day, so you need a
couple more days in the new month to post any last minute transactions and post the closing reports.
For instance, when you close the month of March 2004, you will move the lockdate up to March 1,
2004. When you move it, there will be no more transactions in March, effectively closing the month
of March. That will let you post transactions all the way until April 30th. If you don’t change the
lockdate, like forget to do it, on May 1st, noone will be able to post invoices, close ROs, or do very
much more. This is not only just a bookkeeping issue of preventing people from posting and closing
in a closed month. It is also a security issue that prevents transactions from being ditched into either
the past or the future. It also prevents accidental data entry into some period either way into the
future or past. You do need the master password to change the lockdate.

Setup/Edit Lists – from the Main Menu
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Setup/Accounting is where you setup all the account numbers that are reserved. Meaning, you might have
established acct # 104 as accounts receivable in the General Ledger>Setup Accounts chart of
accounts, but you need to be here to tell it that in fact 104 is the account the system uses when it adds
something to the A/R ledger.
Setup/Shop This is where your shop rates, body materials, paint materials, tax rates, and what area are taxed
is setup. These setting are again “system wide”, so use caution in making changes here after the initial
setup. You also setup the CIECA path here that allows you to connect to outside estimating systems.
Setup Vendor This area serves a dual purpose, so you might have need of going into this area. This area
store both Vendor Information and Insurance Company Information. This was covered in the Getting
Started area at the beginning of the manual.

RO Authorization is where you edit the authorization at the bottom of the RO.
Authorization Sheet is where you edit the authorization sheet, which is a whole sheet of
authorization that covers more than the simple authorization covered at the bottom of the RO.
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Maintenance is where you administer some advanced data manipulation tricks like deleting old
data, like old payables that are clogging your system from when you first fired the system up. Best
to do this with tech support on the line.

Payroll for tax payroll checks are calculated and processed here. Most CC3 customers prefer to
calculate payroll outside the system and post it in a gross posting format. The screen here allows
you to do that, or actually calculate payroll. You typically need tech support to work through
setting that up.

Thank You letter is setup here. You must have Microsoft Word installed on your system to use this
feature as it sends the letter out to Word to print.

Scanner button here allows you to select from your operating system which device CC3 will use to
scan. Sometimes you will have more than one device driver for a scanner installed – like WIA and
TWAIN. You want to always select Wisioneer or Twain. Also, camera’s can get a conflict going
too, so choosing Twain scanner device can clear up scanner problems as well. Defianately don’t
pick WIA or Camera.

Back Up CC3 – from Main Menu

The screen explains itself.
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Index / Speedup – From Main Menu
Packs the data and is a maintenance routine that shouls be run about once a week. You have to get
everyone out of CC3 to do this. This will make your system run faster, and can fix problems along the
way.

Chapter 6, “Review of Bridging/Importing”
As previously stated, CC3 is “not” an Estimating Package, it is a Management Package to help you
control your shop. So where do the Estimates come from? CC3 interfaces with the three (3) most
recognized Estimating Packages on the market today; they are: ADP, CCC, and MITCHELL. When
any of these three (3) Estimating Packages are used to create an Estimate and they have their “CIECA
or EXPORT” feature turned on, a mirror image of the Estimate is placed into a special directory for
use by programs such as CC3. All 3 estimating systems are setup differently to send their estimates
out to the designated CIECA folder. They can send them to any folder, and CC3 can be designed to
accept from any folder.
CCC estimating system for instance is typically
“f:\pathways\data\extcomm\emsout”.
You
set
the
path
in
CC3
from
the
Mainmenu>Setup>SetupShop. In the middle of that screen you will see “CIECA Path”. So as long as
the estimating systems agree on the same path, and CC3 has that same path, then the estimates will go
right into the CC3 bridge.
Selecting BRIDGE/IMPORT from the Estimates Grouping of the MAIN MENU will produce a listing
of Estimates images stored in the appropriate directory (That is if you set the proper path under
SETUP/SHOP.). In the example here we can see estimates from all 3 estimating systems.
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